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A UNIQUE VALUE 



 - who

TMP Group is a New Media Company that supports companies of the 
Manufactory, Fin-tech, Sport and  
 Fashion&Design industry in the management of positioning projects, business 
innovation, identity and digital transformation through Digital Marketing, 
Experience & Events, Production and Metaverse & NFT activities. 
Our Vision is to constantly lead clients towards innovation and quality, 
improving the many communication opportunities with concrete actions. 
Our key characteristics are our adaptive capability and  
 the great variety of high quality services we are able  
 to offer. Both are made possible by the multidisciplinary expertise of our team. 



 - where
Hangar21 is a multimedia production house with a vertical focus on the 
production of contents and events of a high technical, value and new 
media oriented level. 
It is an ecosystem in which individual professionals, talents and companies 
are supported every day to improve and develop new business 
opportunities.  
 A project created to facilitate, enhance and concretize ideas through 
technologies and people dedicated to the production of media and events, 
offering support at every stage of their realization. 
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 - services
DIGITAL

Brand Strategy & Social Media
Performance Marketing

Influencer Marketing

EXPERIENCE 

Physical Experience & Events  
Digital & Hybrid Events  

Exhibition

Public Relations 

PRODUCTION

New Media  
Video Production 
Podcasting

METAVERSE & NFT

Virtual Reality  
Blockchain  
NFT



 - management team

 Roberto Rosati  //  Amministratore delegato  Davide Maestri  //  General Manager
& Head of Media House  Margherita Leder  //  Chief Operating Officer  Ruben Abbattista  //  Chief Corporate

Communications
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 - digital
Brand Strategy & Social Media 
Promotion and digital communication activities based  
on a data driven multichannel strategy in Italy and abroad.  
Our services include brands’ and companies’ social media 
channels management, content production, shooting and creation 
of graphics, and a detailed reporting based on co-created KPIs. 

Performer Marketing
Performance marketing activities are fully integrated  
with digital strategies: management, setting, qualification and 
reporting on ADS campaigns whether they are on social media, 
main search engines or digital stores. 



 - digital
Influencer Marketing
The Ambassador Program service includes a customized market 
analysis, search of influencers that are the most aligned with the 
client’s budget and market segment, 
talent management, content programming and finally analysis and 
reporting of the activity run through the campaigns. 



 - production
New Media
We create branded content to be shared on main media channels through 
collaborations with our authors and writers. They create customized 
editorial concepts that can become either videos or podcasts, tailored on 
the brand’s story and both on the channel to develop and the target to 
reach. 

Video production
We produce videos for media, social media and main platforms. Production 
can vary: corporate videos, advertising videos for brands, 
documentaries, music videos, reporting ones or for social media usage. 
It involves all planning aspects of the process including script writing, 
programming, logistics and bureaucratic aspects. 



 - production
Podcasting
We produce author podcasts using storytelling to communicate brands, 
personalities, projects and initiatives. We design and produce Podcast, 
Branded Podcast and Corporate Podcast: from the whole process to 
pure strategy and production consultancy, we create projects both for 
external purposes, therefore with a marketing approach to the public, and 
internal purposes, therefore as an innovative communication tool for 
employees and partners. 
We provide Voice Solutions services, where we design, create and 
produce Action and Skill for Voice Assistant & Smart Speaker to benefit 
brands and their products and services. 



 - experience
Physical Experience & Events
We are able to manage the entire event flow or specialise in some of 
the phases, depending on the specific requests. From the concept 
design, brand development, artistic idea and communication plan, 
to the production of ad-hoc content for the event before, during and 
after, all through the management of suppliers. 
For each experience, whether it takes place at our location or in a 
different one, we assign a dedicated team of professionals which 
includes artistic direction, a dedicated director, a team of lights 
and audio technicians and camera operators. This allows us to 
design and create every aspect of the experience according to the 
client’s requests. 



 - experience
Exhibition
We design and produce setups for exhibitions, events, expositions, 
customised stands for both indoor and outdoor activities. We offer a 
complete service, from briefing to production with consultancy on 
materials and environmental impact, with careful design and planning by 
our technical partners. 
Our specialised architects support the client from the beginning of the 
creative process, responding to every need and request, creating 
renderings and architectural designs in order to be able to immediately 
visualize the final result, modifying and adapting it as needed. 



 - experience
Digital & Hybrid Events
For Digital Events the service comprehends from planning and 
management, through the development of a platform and streaming, to 
the technical service of video and audio production, through 
advanced digital proprietary technologies. The interactive part is 
developed through manned Q&A systems, remote conferencing 
technologies, and all integrated systems with animated 3D modeling, AR 
and VR. 
Hybrid events: we can transform any digital event or individual elements 
into an hybrid experience by identifying the defining characteristics. 
Whether it’s creating two different event flows or just evolving some 
elements into hybrids, we design content without sacrificing quality or 
effectiveness. 



 - experience
Public Relations
We develop partnership and sponsorship plans for federations, 
clubs and companies from selection to operation. We set up a 
Press Office activity in print and in the digital world, on radio and 
television.



 - metaverse & NFT
Virtual Reality, NFT & Blockchain
Communication activities Crypto Fintech for clients with verticality in NFT and 
Blockchain environment. 
We partner with different companies in the sector to create NFT for artists and 
creators, distributed through the MUSA marketplace and based on 
Blockchain Algorand and Ethereum, for which we do multichannel marketing 
in the main communities of the sector. 
Our services in the Crypto sector enable our clients to increase their sales 
potential, resize the traffic, increase ROI and raise the awareness of their 
crypto project. 



 Per l’opera di padre Giovanni Scalabrini

 - works



 - works

Netflix - Il Divin Codino
_êç~ÇÅ~ëí=bîÉåí=C=mêçÇìÅíáçå

Milano Design Week - Hangar Revolution
iáîÉ=bîÉåí=C=mêçÇìÅíáçå

Giro d’Italia
aáÖáí~ä=j~êâÉíáåÖ

Eurovision Song Contest
sáÇÉç=mêçÇìÅíáçå

Hahahangar - Stand Up Comedy
iáîÉ=bîÉåí=C=mêçÇìÅíáçå

L’Oréal
aáÖáí~ä=iáîÉ=bîÉåí

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KnhNv9punrqKBqRCqBIRcnjFgRfYwpyQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fJCnkhdIeqyDfb6uEHh876uFhDCLUXe2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qSGI7_XCtt40AdieGfbrfKXKz3Mzjfjb/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pfe5b-E-dub_TnOXPpmttkX8Egvx4rom/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dkLmBhcZGEYc3_Yg39OVLys_xzrWm_24/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1w_iz_tvg7YGnPlc-NQ2cszLjnZG1dkx9/view?usp=sharing
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